1) *Rescue Josh McGuire* is the ______ book Ben Mikaelsen ever wrote

2) The author’s bear is named

3) Josh wanted to _____ the bear cub

4) Josh ran away to the__________

5) Who ran the rehabilitation farm?

8) What girl walked on a yellow brick road?

6) An important man, Cecil Harden, gave a speech at the press conference, he was ___ ______

7) The deputy who spent a lot of time worrying and trying to find Josh.

8) Josh's dog is named

9) Josh did not want to attract _____, so he hid the cycle in the bushes and decided not to fish at the lake.

10) Reporters for what two media attended the press conference?

11) Josh worried about being ____ by the authorities.

12) Libby, Josh’s mom, worried about him all the ____ & _______.

13) Josh’s brother